APPENDIX - D

Dr. G.M. Batted, University College of Education, Dharwar.
B.Sc. (Hons.), M.Ed., D.R.M., Ph.D.,
Post-Graduate Dept. of Education,
Karnatak University.

To


Dear Sri/Smt ............

Mr. N. Gangaiah, Officer-in-charge, English Language Teaching Centre, Kurnool, is working on the problem: "A Critical Study of English-Teacher Education in Andhra Pradesh" for Ph.D. degree in Education from Karnatak University, Dharwar, under my guidance. In this connection he is approaching you with a questionnaire for your valuable responses. I am sure your responses based on your rich experience in the field of Teacher Education will be helpful in suggesting improvements in the pattern of English-Teacher Education programmes in the State.
All the responses will be kept in strict confidence and used for research purpose only. So please feel free in giving your personal responses.

The questionnaire is enclosed. I would request you to send back the questionnaire, answered, by 22-3-1976, to the address given below.

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely,

Sd/-

(G.M. PATTEED)

N. Gangaiah,
Officer-in-charge,
English Language Teaching Centre,
KURNOOL (A.P.)
A CRITICAL STUDY OF ENGLISH-TEACHER EDUCATION
IN ANCHRA PRADESH

ADMISSION PROCEDURE QUESTIONNAIRE
(for Principals of Colleges of Education)

Name of the Principal: ........................................
Name of the College: ...........................................
Management: Private/Government/University.

1. Do you permit a candidate only with optional English in the first degree examination to offer 'English Methods' in B.Ed. course? Yes/Preferably/No

2. If your answer to the above is 'Preferably', what criterion do you follow in permitting a candidate to offer 'English Methods'? a) Irrespective of performance in optional English
   b) Performance in optional English
   c) Performance in compulsory papers and optional papers
   d) Performance in only compulsory papers
   e) Performance in only compulsory papers.
3. Do you administer any test in English for the assessment of any of the skills listed here?

a) Pronunciation .. Yes/No
b) Vocabulary .. Yes/No
c) Writing .. Yes/No
d) Reading comprehension .. Yes/No

4. If your answer to 3b is 'yes' do you give an oral test or a written test?

Oral/Written

5a. If your answer to 3b is 'Yes' do you include the vocabulary from the High school syllabus only.

Yes/No

5b. Which of the types of items are included in the vocabulary test?

a) Multiple choice
b) Full-in-the Blank
c) Matching
d) 
e) 

6. If your answer to 3c is 'Yes' what kind of writing test do you give?

a) Guided composition
b) Free composition
c) Isolated sentence patterns

7. Do you give weightage to the total performance of the candidate in the first Degree Examination (i.e. in other subjects also)?

Yes/No
8. Do you give weightage to additional qualifications? Yes/No

9. Do you follow the criteria listed above in case of in-service teachers also? Yes/No

10. If your answer to the above question is 'No' what other criteria do you follow?